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Streamlined solutions that modernize small to medium-sized governments

City and county governments of all sizes are striving to implement more forward-thinking approaches to staffing and 
constituent services. Challenging this goal, limited staff resources and capital budgets consistently create demands 
to streamline back-office business functions. At Infor®, we understand that only software made specifically for the 
public sector can deliver the capabilities your growing government agency requires to accomplish all this. That's 
why Infor has been helping local governments for more than 25 years with complex and cross-disciplinary 
governmental operations and services; to provide tailored, responsive, and more personal solutions to meet 
citizen’s expectations and ensure future communities success. Infor CloudSuite™ Public Sector essentials packaging 
for government is a bundled solution that integrates key operational functions—financials, procurement, human 
capital management, and payroll—while offering extended functionality such as advanced data analytics and 
budgeting. It is specifically curated for small to medium-sized governments, enabling faster implementation and 
continuous ROI without additional investments in staff and hardware.

The right tools. The right applications. At the right time.

Infor CloudSuite Public Sector essentials packaging for government offers comprehensive capabilities to help 
smaller governments capitalize on the digital revolution, and continue their drive to efficiency and innovation. 
Deployed in the cloud, financials, procurement, and HCM modules are completely integrated, along with Infor Birst® 
enterprise analytics providing unprecedented insights and more informed decision making.

BROCHURE

Infor CloudSuite Public Sector essentials 
packaging for government
Migrate sooner to the cloud with the vital capabilities you need



Built for growing needs

Infor has extensive experience with all levels of government 
entities—county, city, state, and federal. With that expertise, 
we have carefully curated the components of CloudSuite Public 
Sector essentials for government to include critical capabilities 
for the unique needs of smaller government organizations. 
Based on best practices and guided configurations, this 
comprehensive and next-generation ERP solution is offered 
at a lower price point, with AWS® cloud computing services 
providing the scalability and security needed as organizations 
digitize growing data volumes.

Infor CloudSuite Public Sector essentials for government 
includes full capabilities for financials, procurement, HCM, 
and add-ons:

Financials

• Global ledger

• Grants

• Receivables for grants

• Payables

• Assets

• Projects

• Cash management

Procurement

• Requisitions and self service

• Purchase orders

• Purchasing cards (P-Cards)

• Strategic sourcing

• Supplier portal

• Contract management

HCM

• Global HR

• Core HR

• Performance management

• Absence management

• Benefits

• Payroll

Add-ons

• Infor Birst enterprise analytics

• Packaged FSM/HCM reports

• Infor OS components, including ION®,
Document Management, and Data Lake

• Questica for budget process reengineering

See solutions, fast

Infor CloudSuite Public Sector essentials packaging for 
government is built with identified, Infor-built Implementation 
Accelerators (IA). These accelerators are preconfigured 
solutions based on the latest version of Infor application 
suites. They are designed to deliver specific, core industry 
application processes. Implementation services provided by 
both Infor Consulting and our Certified Infor Partner firms 
ensure a smooth and expedited path to go-live, saving time
and costs along the way.

Eliminating the lag of legacy

Infor’s multi-tenant cloud platform allows for seamless 
migration from legacy systems, creating unprecedented 
connections across core business functions. Cloud 
deployment allows staff to quickly take full advantage of 
available functionality, and enables a wide deployment of 
mobile capabilities, from the office, to the field, to anywhere 
in between.

Security and compliance at its core

As a leading provider of government cloud applications at every 
level, Infor is committed to consistently delivering secure, 
audit-ready solutions that support regulatory compliance. 
Knowing safety risks occur both internally and externally, our 
development and implementation teams work to ensure that 
each step of the migration process includes tested controls 
and compliance, eliminating opportunities for unauthorized 
data access.

Deployed using AWS cloud services, Infor CloudSuite Public 
Sector essentials packaging for government fortifies any 
government organization against unrelenting ransomware 
attacks and other challenges to their cybersecurity.
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A focus on your mission

Seventeen of the twenty largest cities in North America are 
powered by Infor solutions. Governments of all sizes reap the 
benefits of our dedication to helping public sector organizations 
achieve their missions.

 Our customers say it best:

• “We don’t have enough people to manage a growing 
data center, yet we expect to double our number of system 
users. By migrating to the cloud with Infor, we have scaled 
to meet increasing demand, without adding staff.” —
City of Greensboro

• “Because of the pandemic, we're all working from our homes. 
We're accelerating our Infor product so that people can 
submit things online. Our digital transformation will allow us 
to be able to serve our community and ensure business 
continuity.” —Calvert County, MD

• “One of the things we’d tell HR when they would ask questions 
like, ‘Well, what am I going to do now?’ We’d say, ‘Something 
more important.’ ”—State of South Dakota

Support for state and local government

Infor is committed to small- and medium-sized governments 
and their growing and evolving needs. Infor CloudSuite Public 
Sector essentials packaging for government is a bundled 
solution comprising financials, procurement, HCM, and 
payroll—fully integrated with sophisticated functionality 
formerly afforded only to larger government entities.
Deployed in the cloud, it promises rapid implementation 
of critical operational functions, while also saving time, costs, 
and resources.
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Infor builds business software for specific industries in the cloud. With 17,000 employees and over 67,000 customers in 
more than 170 countries, Infor software is designed for progress. To learn more, please visit www.infor.com.
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Powering the business of government

• Developed specifically for small- to medium-sized 
government entities

• Configured prioritized capabilities for 
rapid deployment

• Eliminates data silos across agencies 
and departments

• Built with mobile-first functionality for a 
changing workforce

• Enables flexibility and ease of online transactions

• Cloud deployment includes automatic updates 
and scalability

• Provides optimum data security through Amazon 
Web Services® (AWS)

• Includes full disaster recovery protocol

https://www.infor.com/industries/state-local-government
https://twitter.com/infor
https://www.facebook.com/infor
https://www.linkedin.com/company/infor/
https://www.infor.com/blog
https://www.youtube.com/user/inforvideo

